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1: Lightning Red Discography at CD Universe
About the Book. The ultimate Petty guide. Featuring four decades of in-depth profiles, the stories behind his 50 greatest
songs, revealing new Q&A's with The Heartbreakers, plus over 50 rare photos from the life of a rock star.

Sheet music as published in the USA. This promo video can be seen HERE. Fan Comments Enter comments
only about this song. Inappropriate comments will be removed. I have since come to consider him one of my
favorite vocalists. I love the way he handles the lyrics in this tune. Ever since hearing these songs, I have been
a fan of Roy. It was a real tragedy that he died so suddenly after such a terrific resurgence in his career. While
we Roy fans were reveling in that fact, suddenly the news we were dumbfounded to hear came on, early
December 7th morning. Roy gave his fans everything he had, always, and what a great gift the song was,
along with the entire Mystery Girl Album. Who were the guitarists shown in the video at the Diamond Career
Awards ceremony? They also appeared to be singing background vocals although lip-synched. It felt like a
prophetic farewell song. And the above is a little inside joke, eh? It was a strange slow version. This is the
cover version by the band Rooney Love it, along with all of his other songs. Rest in peace Roy. It is released
on 7-inch and inch. It contained 3 tracks with Jeff co-wrote, produced and played on, namely, You Got It
released as the first single from the LP, reaching No. In the lyrics, co-authored by Jeff Lynne and Tom Petty,
Roy assumes his customary posture of supplication in front of his beloved. And it was a great thrill to get to
write a song with him when he came to do an album that Jeff was producing. And they invited me over and I
met Roy Orbison and on that very day we sat down and wrote this song called You Got It. The goal was to do
an album that would truly honor Roy and his music and to present him to the world with a heightened integrity
and importance. Roy was always me very favorite singer. Can he do it or is it really him? Got a take in the
first three goes, and fixed up maybe one line. And that was it, done. And fantastic, and I was so thrilled. Sadly,
Orbison passed away at a new peak in his career, with two unbelievable album collaborations. When he came
to do an album that Jeff was producing, they invited me over and I met Roy Orbison and on that very day we
sat down and wrote this song called You Got It. It was the Christmas holidays and we were just hanging
around playing guitars. And Jeff brought in Roy Orbison. The day we met, the three of us sat down and wrote
that song,um, You Got It. And Roy was playing an acoustic. And Tom was playing an acoustic on the floor
over to the side. Anything you want, you got it. Come out with that bit and he started playing like We got the
chorus first and worked our way out. And then he starts singing it, just softly, never And it sounds like a hit.
Wow, this is a hit. And Roy thinks so too. I remember recording it. Off we go and he sings and this He sung at
about, like, a thousand dB more than when he was practicing. So we put all these pads in and repair all the
windows and stuff. And he sings the song, just like And there it is, You Got It. That still sounds like a hit. I
think everyone was rooting for him and having so much interest in him. But his voice just suddenly came alive
and it was back to the real Roy Orbison with a passion. After thinking up the lyrics we went in the studio to
record it. Earlier I thought Roy must have been singing very loud. Soon I had a chance to know that he was
doing it a thousand times louder than I thought! Besides the complete vocals were done in a two, three takes.
In 30 short seconds, people wake up, get dressed, ride bikes, wash the car and vacuum the living room. This
song is, of course, not by the Traveling Wilburys. I need some help. And we wrote You Got It. I had been on
the road for two years backing up Bob. So we were all in the same circle and the group just naturally
materialized. He was the leader; the whole idea for the band was his idea. I was so thrilled that I got to write it
with him, record it, sing background vocals, mix it, and have it be a great big hit. The words of a man who
promises the world and can deliver. And his voice was so just so big. So that was a big thrill for him to have a
hit. It was just beautiful, soaring up into the sky. I did some songs with him and we wrote them together, You
Got It which was a big hit. It was a big hit. His first hit in over twenty years. He was happy as a
[unintelligible]. It was like everything was great. It was still in the charts when he died. Traditionally this
would been two separate parts-- with a call lead and answer backup parts-- but Jeff molded Roy into doing
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both parts. This took a couple of tries in the studio, but was well worth the effort. And we wrote You Got It on
the very first day that he came over. Everything we did was pretty casual. I mean, that was really the best way
to get the best music. That was, like, fantastic. It sounded like a hit. There were like dogs, cats, geese and
ducks. Just go straight into making a record. That was how I liked to do it. And then put the drummer on
second, after the guitars are got down. It was very simple and very, all very much fun. I remember working
really hard on the single, on You Got It. Jeff had lots of different ideas that he wanted to put on. I remember
pulling up there one day and they had kettle drums and timpani in the garage. It was just such a treat to meet
him [and] hear some stories about him, the real stories about how he got going and how he got started and how
he ended up like such the best singer in the world. Jeff worked out the song on a small Casio keyboard, while
Roy and Tom added acoustic guitars. They wrote the chorus first, and the verses followed quickly after that.
The vocals were completed in only three takes, but Jeff told another amusing story about the first take. As they
had never recorded with Roy before, they set up the microphone levels while he was practising his
performance. When Roy began to record his first take, they had underestimated just how powerfully he would
sing the song, and his first take maxed out the equipment. A little reduction in levels was in order, and the
basic song was completed within two more takes. All three of them finished the job with backing vocals from
Jeff, Tom, and Phil Jones shortly afterwards. In December , having had a heart bypass operation some years
previously, he died of a massive heart attack, aged fifty-two. It peaked at No. Even more gratifyingly, You Got
It rose to No.
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2: Dave Rawlings Tickets at The Theatre at Ace Hotel in Los Angeles on Mar 3,
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers' greatest rockers are owed just as much to Mike Campbell's fantastic guitar licks as
they are to Petty's songwriting and vocal performances. "Mary Jane's Last Dance," a single tacked onto 's Greatest Hits
compilation, is a great representation of this.

Accusations of plagiarism and copyright infringement lawsuits are nothing new in music, with some major
artists fighting a legal battle while others settle out of court. But not every song that sounds like another goes
to court. Here are 26 examples of songs that sound similar, including some that have faced lawsuits: The band
now earns a 17 percent share of the publishing royalties. Chuck Berry was later given writing credit and
publishing royalties after pressure from his publisher. Nirvana poked fun at the comparisons during a show in
Reading, England, by singing the chorus of "More Than a Feeling" before breaking into "Smells Like Teen
Spirit. Why would I not be happy about this kind of tribute? Jake Holmes sued Led Zeppelin in over his own
"Dazed and Confused," a song he had written and recorded two years before Led Zeppelin released their
version. The case was settled out of court. The case was settled out of court and writing credit was given to
Dixon. But even before that, Dixon had sued in for another song he wrote. It was also settled out of court and
Dixon received writing credit. The verdict was appealed in March They are both listed as co-writers and split
royalties with the band. Their lawyers have been relentless, so we will deal with it in court. During a
performance at Lollapalooza Brazil in March, the singer said the lawsuit was over. Listen to " Get Free " and "
Creep. Listen to " Photograph " and " Amazing. Sheeran, who helped write the song, was also named.
According to TMZ, Sheeran called the accusations "baseless. He also wants to stop future sales and
performances of the song. They reached an out-of-court agreement to list Petty and Jeff Lynne as co-writers
on the song. Petty released a statement , saying, "All my years of songwriting have shown me these things can
happen
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3: This one's for the fans | Interview | Savannah News, Events, Restaurants, Music | Connect Savannah
Mike Wanchic has been Mellencamp's friend, confidante, co-writer and band guitarist for nearly 40 years - he's the Joe
Perry to John's Steven Tyler, the Mike Campbell to his Tom Petty. The Keith to his Mick.

Biography[ edit ] â€” Lennon twice chose his father, but as his mother walked away, he began to cry and
followed her. But I cannot be what I am not The parents instinctively recognised I was a troublemaker,
meaning I did not conform and I would influence their children, which I did. There were five women that were
my family. Five strong, intelligent, beautiful women, five sisters. One happened to be my mother. Now those
women were fantastic And that was my first feminist education I would infiltrate the other boys minds. Parkes
recalled, "John, cousin Leila and I were very close. From Edinburgh we would drive up to the family croft at
Durness , which was from about the time John was nine years old until he was about The Quarrymen to the
Beatles[ edit ] â€” Formation, commercial break-out and touring years[ edit ] Lennon right performing in at
the height of Beatlemania At age 15, Lennon formed the skiffle group , the Quarrymen. McCartney engineered
an audition on the upper deck of a Liverpool bus, where Harrison played " Raunchy " for Lennon and was
asked to join. In August that year, the Beatles engaged for a night residency in Hamburg , Germany, and
desperately in need of a drummer, asked Pete Best to join them. Like the other band members, Lennon was
introduced to Preludin while in Hamburg, [42] and regularly took the drug, as well as amphetamines , as a
stimulant during their long, overnight performances. They recorded their debut album, Please Please Me , in
under 10 hours on 11 February , [46] a day when Lennon was suffering the effects of a cold, [47] which is
evident in the vocal on the last song to be recorded that day, " Twist and Shout ". With few exceptionsâ€”one
being the album title itselfâ€”Lennon had yet to bring his love of wordplay to bear on his song lyrics, saying:
And the words were almost irrelevant". We all looked up to John. He was older and he was very much the
leader; he was the quickest wit and the smartest. John Lennon cropped. The Beatles achieved mainstream
success in the UK during the beginning of Lennon was on tour when his first son, Julian , was born in April.
For the people in the cheaper seats, clap your hands A two-year period of constant touring, moviemaking, and
songwriting followed, during which Lennon wrote two books, In His Own Write and A Spaniard in the
Works. Later, in an elevator at a nightclub, they all believed it was on fire: It will vanish and shrink Deprived
of the routine of live performances after their final commercial concert on 29 August , Lennon felt lost and
considered leaving the band. Lennon asked Lord Beeching to take on the role, but he declined, advising
Lennon to go back to making records. Two Virgins [79] known more for its cover than for its music ,
Unfinished Music No. Life with the Lions and Wedding Album. Between and , Lennon released the singles
"Give Peace a Chance" widely adopted as an anti-Vietnam-War anthem in , [80] " Cold Turkey " documenting
his withdrawal symptoms after he became addicted to heroin [81] and " Instant Karma! He gets all the credit
for it! After Brian Epstein died we collapsed. Paul took over and supposedly led us. But what is leading us
when we went round in circles? Solo career[ edit ] â€” Designed to release emotional pain from early
childhood, the therapy entailed two half-days a week with Janov for four months; he had wanted to treat the
couple for longer, but they felt no need to continue and returned to London. Rolling Stone reported that "it
contains a substantial portion of good music" but warned of the possibility that "his posturings will soon seem
not merely dull but irrelevant". Her song "Death of Samantha" was inspired by the incident. Many radio
stations refused to broadcast the song because of the word " nigger ". Aired in , this was the last television
interview Lennon gave before his death in While Lennon was recording Mind Games , he and Ono decided to
separate. The ensuing month period apart, which he later called his " lost weekend ", [] was spent in Los
Angeles and New York in the company of May Pang. Mind Games, credited to the "Plastic U. Ono Band",
was released in November In early , Lennon was drinking heavily and his alcohol-fuelled antics with Harry
Nilsson made headlines. Two widely publicised incidents occurred at The Troubadour club in March, the first
when Lennon placed a menstrual pad on his forehead and scuffled with a waitress, and the second, two weeks
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later, when Lennon and Nilsson were ejected from the same club after heckling the Smothers Brothers. He and
Ono were reunited shortly afterwards. Retirement and return[ edit ] With the birth of his second son Sean.
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4: Seal unimpressed with Sam Smith's Petty copy - Toggle
Smith, who has been praised for the way he handled the situation, may have proven that "in a world that keeps on
pushing you around," sometimes the best course of action is to take the high road by offering to compromise rather than
refusing to back down.

Early years[ edit ] Harris is from a career military family. Her father, Walter Harris , [2] was a Marine Corps
officer, and her mother, Eugenia , [3] was a wartime military wife. Her father was reported missing in action
in Korea in and spent ten months as a prisoner of war. She dropped out of college to pursue her musical
aspirations, and moved to New York City, working as a waitress to support herself while performing folk
songs in Greenwich Village coffeehouses during the s folk music boom. Harris and Slocum soon divorced,
and Harris and her newborn daughter Hallie moved in with her parents in Clarksville, Maryland , a suburb
near Washington, D. Please help by adding reliable sources. Contentious material about living persons that is
unsourced or poorly sourced must be removed immediately, especially if potentially libelous or harmful.
December Learn how and when to remove this template message Harris soon returned to performing as part of
a trio with Gerry Mule and Tom Guidera. In , members of the country rock group the Flying Burrito Brothers
saw her perform; former Byrds member Chris Hillman had taken over the band after the departure of founder
Gram Parsons , was impressed by Harris, and briefly considered asking her to join the Flying Burrito Brothers.
Instead, Hillman recommended her to Parsons, who was looking for a female vocalist to collaborate with on
his first solo album, GP. Later that year, Parsons and Harris worked on a studio album, Grievous Angel.
Parsons died in his motel room near what is now Joshua Tree National Park on September 19, , from an
accidental overdose of drugs and alcohol. One more album of recorded material from that period was
packaged as Live , but was not released until It also featured "Bluebird Wine", a composition by a young
Texas songwriter, Rodney Crowell , who was the first in a long line of songwriters whose talents Harris has
championed. Two singles were released: Executives of Warner Bros. Harris did so, enlisting guitarist James
Burton and pianist Glen Hardin , both of whom had played with Elvis Presley as well as Parsons.
Singer-songwriter Crowell was enlisted as a rhythm guitarist and duet partner. The Hot Band lived up to its
name, with most of the members moving on with fresh talent replacing them as they went on to solo careers of
their own. Elite Hotel , released in December , established that the buzz created by Pieces of the Sky was
well-founded. Elite Hotel was a No. Even so, many fans expected more original tunes, so she became known
as a cover artist. At the end of , Crowell left the Hot Band to pursue a solo career; his replacement was
bluegrass multi-instrumentalist and singer Ricky Skaggs. Rather than mixing classic and contemporary, the
album is made up largely of recently written songs, though from a wide variety of writers. During this period,
Harris recorded and released three studio albums that reflected a shift toward traditional country at a time
when the public was beginning to embrace a more polished Urban Cowboy sound. Harris, Parton and Ronstadt
began working on a trio album during this time, though it remained unfinished for nearly a decade; a few of
the tracks recorded for the project were released on their respective solo albums in the interim. She also
released her follow-up album Cimarron within the same year. Harris moved to Nashville in The album was
semi-autobiographical, based loosely on her relationship with Parsons. Harris described it as a "country
opera", and a "huge commercial disaster". Kennerley also produced her next album, Thirteen. They married in
and divorced in In a snippet of studio chatter included on one of the tracks, she talked during the recording
session about her beginnings and how music had changed: And I decided then that was what I was going to do
with my life was play music, do music. The living room has gone out of the music, but today I feel like we got
it back. It was her last album with Reprise Records. She has been a member of the Grand Ole Opry since The
album received virtually no country airplay, but it brought Harris to the attention of alternative rock listeners,
many of whom had never listened to her music before. Harris then took her Wrecking Ball material on the
road, releasing the live Spyboy in , backed with a power trio consisting of Nashville producer, songwriter and
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guitarist Buddy Miller and two New Orleans musicians, drummer Brady Blade and
bassist-vocalist-percussionist Daryl Johnson. Much of the album had actually been recorded in but remained
unreleased for nearly five years because of record label and personnel disputes, conflicting schedules, and
career priorities of the three artists. Trio 2 was much more contemporary-sounding than its predecessor and
was certified Gold. Harris and Ronstadt then released a duet album, Western Wall: The Tucson Sessions , later
the same year. The two superstars toured together that fall in support of the disc. Also in , Harris paid tribute
to her former singing partner Gram Parsons by serving as co-executive producer of Return of the Grievous
Angel: A Tribute to Gram Parsons , an album that brought together more than a dozen artists. Nevertheless, it
reached No. Harris and many of the same artists took their show on the road for the Down from the Mountain
Tour in In , Harris supplied the finishing touches in harmonizing with the Dixie Chicks on a song they were
recording in the studio, "Godspeed". Like its predecessor, it contained mostly self-penned material. They
performed singly and together and swapped instruments. On September 9, , Harris participated in " Shelter
from the Storm: A Concert for the Gulf Coast ", a series of concerts simulcast by most American television
stations to raise money for victims of Hurricane Katrina and Hurricane Rita. She also lent her voice to the
soundtrack of the critically acclaimed film, Brokeback Mountain , on the song "A Love That Will Never Grow
Old", which was controversially omitted from Oscar consideration because of the insubstantial amount of time
the song played during the film. In July, she joined Elvis Costello on several dates of his U. She also appeared
in the Jonathan Demme documentary concert film Neil Young: Heart of Gold , released in Harris performing
with Mark Knopfler , in the Netherlands All the Roadrunning , an album of collaborations with former Dire
Straits frontman Mark Knopfler , was released in April and supported by a tour of Europe and the U. The
album was a commercial success, reaching No. Harris wrote a song entitled "In Rodanthe" for the film Nights
in Rodanthe. Harris toured with an ensemble she dubbed the Red Dirt Boys, featuring Phil Madeira on
accordion, guitar, and keyboards, Colin Linden on guitar and banjo, Rickie Simpkins on mandolin and fiddle,
Chris Donohue on bass, and Bryan Owings on drums. In April Harris became a grandmother when her
daughter gave birth to a daughter, Prudence. Harris will do backing vocals on a song written and produced by
Wayne Warner. A recent solo album, Hard Bargain , was released on the Nonesuch label on April 26, In the
interview Harris spoke of being a straight-A student in high school, which led her to being selected as
valedictorian, and recounted learning to play guitar by memorizing three chords. Emmylou first appeared on A
Prairie Home Companion in and has been a fan favourite ever since. Since , Harris has been organizing an
annual benefit tour called Concerts for a Landmine Free World. Harris is a supporter of animal rights and an
active member of PETA. Harris has won 14 out of 48 nominations.
5: 27 hit songs that were allegedly stolen from other songs
Comments and Observations You Got It was the first collaboration between Jeff Lynne and Roy Orbison (and Tom
Petty). It was written during the Christmas season of and recorded in April of with Jeff, Tom and Phil Jones providing the
backing track.

6: Shane Meadows - Wikipedia
Rating is available when the video has been rented. in and was re-recorded in by Holly and his new band, the Crickets.
success. Holly's producer, Norman Petty, was credited as a.

7: John Lennon - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
George Harrison, along with co-writer Jeff Lynne and their friends Bob Dylan, Tom Petty, and Roy Orbison, had been
hanging out in Dylan's studio. And became the best super band ever! "We watched Roy give an incredible concert and
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kept nudging each other and saying, 'Isn't he great?

8: Jeff Lynne Song Database - Roy Orbison - You Got It song analysis
MORRISSEY COLLABORATOR AND GUITARIST ALAIN WHYTE COMPLETES FULL-LENGTH RELEASE
PRECEDED BY THIS LIMITED EDITION EP "L.A. CRASHLANDING" FROM NEW PROJECT RED LIGHTNING
Morrissey co-writer, collaborator and guitarist Alain Whyte has completed a debut full-length release by his new project
Red Lightning.

9: David Rawlings - Wikipedia
On his own label Marmaduke Records, Kollman has written and produced 12 solo and band recordings featuring his
diverse guitar virtuosity. Besides his world wide guitar hero status, Jeff is an in demand session guitarist, co writer, and
producer for rock legends to the up and coming young bands under his production company known as 'Crumb Bros'.
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